Abstract. Let F be a nearly holomorphic vector-valued Siegel modular form of weight ρ with respect to some congruence subgroup of Sp 2n (Q). In this note, we prove that the function on Sp 2n (R) obtained by lifting F has the moderate growth (or "slowly increasing") property. This is a consequence of the following bound that we prove:
Introduction and statement of result
Let G be a connected reductive group over Q and K a maximal compact subgroup of G(R). One of the properties that an automorphic form on G(R) is required to satisfy is that it should be a slowly increasing function (also referred to as the moderate growth property). We now recall the definition of this property following [4] .
A norm on G(R) is a function of the form g = (Tr(σ(g) * σ(g))) 1/2 where σ : G(R) → GL r (C) is a finite-dimensional representation with finite kernel and image closed in M r (C) and such that σ(K) ⊆ SO m . For example, if G = Sp 2n , we may take σ to be the usual embedding into GL 2n (R) while for G = GL n we may take σ(g) = (g, det(g) −1 ) into GL n+1 (R). A complexvalued function φ on G(R) is said to have the moderate growth property if there is a norm on G(R), a constant C, and a positive integer λ such that |φ(g)| ≤ C g λ for all g ∈ G(R). This definition does not depend on the choice of norm.
In practice, automorphic forms on G(R) are often constructed from classical objects (such as various kinds of "modular forms") and it is not always immediately clear that the resulting constructions satisfy the moderate growth property. For a classical modular form f of weight k on the upper half plane, one can prove the bound |f (x + iy)| ≤ C(1 + y −k ) for some constant C depending on f . Using this bound it is easy to show that the function φ f on SL 2 (R) attached to f has the moderate growth property. More generally, if F is a holomorphic Siegel modular form of weight k on the Siegel upper half space H n , Sturm proved the bound
are the eigenvalues of Y , which can be shown to imply the moderate growth property for the corresponding function Φ F on Sp 2n (R).
Bounds of the above sort are harder to find in the literature for more general modular forms. In particular, when considering Siegel modular forms on H n , it is more natural to consider vector-valued modular forms. Such a vector-valued form comes with a representation ρ of GL n (C) corresponding to a highest weight λ 1 ≥ . . . ≥ λ n ≥ 0 of integers. Furthermore, for arithmetic purposes, it is sometimes important to consider more general modular forms where the holomorphy condition is relaxed to near-holomorphy. Recall that a nearly holomorphic modular form on H n is a function that transforms like a modular form, but instead of being holomorphic, it is a polynomial in the the entries of Y −1 with holomorphic functions as coefficients. The theory of nearly holomorphic modular forms was developed by Shimura in substantial detail and was exploited by him and other authors to prove algebraicity and Galois-equivariance of critical values of various L-functions. We refer the reader to the papers [1, 3, 2, 7, 8, 9] for some examples.
We remark that the moderate growth property for a certain type of modular form is absolutely crucial if one wants to use general results from the theory of automorphic forms to study these objects (as we did in our recent paper [6] in a certain case). It appears that a proof of the moderate growth property, while probably known to experts, has not been formally written down in the setting of nearly holomorphic vector-valued forms. In this short note, we fill this gap in the literature.
Consider a nearly holomorphic vector-valued modular form F of highest weight λ 1 ≥ . . . ≥ λ n ≥ 0 with respect to a congruence subgroup. The function F takes values in a finite dimensional vector space V . For v ∈ V , denote v = v, v 1/2 where we fix an U (n)-invariant inner product on V . We can lift F to a V -valued function Φ F on Sp 2n (R). For any linear functional L on V consider the complex valued function Φ F = L • Φ F on Sp 2n (R). We prove the following result.
Theorem 1.1. The function Φ F defined above has the moderate growth property.
The above theorem is a direct consequence of the following bound. Theorem 1.2. For any nearly holomorphic vector-valued modular form F as above, there is a constant C (depending only on F ) such that for all Z = X + iY ∈ H n we have
The proof of Theorem 1.2, as we will see, is extremely elementary. It uses nothing other than the existence of a Fourier expansion, and is essentially a straightforward extension of arguments that have appeared in the classical case, e.g., in [5] or [10] . This argument is very flexible and can be modified to provide a bound for Siegel-Maass forms. With some additional work (which we do not do here), Theorem 1.2 can be used to derive a bound on the Fourier coefficients of F . We also remark that the bound in Theorem 1.2 can be substantially improved if F is a cusp form.
Notations. For a positive integer n and a commutative ring R, let M sym n (R) be the set of symmetric n × n matrices with entries in R. For X, Y ∈ M sym n (R), we write X > Y if X − Y is positive definite. Let H n be the Siegel upper half space of degree n, i.e., the set of
For any complex matrix X we denote by X * its transpose conjugate. For positive definite Y = (y ij ) ∈ M sym n (R), let Y = max i,j |y ij |. We denote by µ i (Y ) the i-th eigenvalue of Y , in decreasing order.
Nearly holomorphic functions and Fourier expansions
For a non-negative integer p, we let N p (H n ) denote the space of all polynomials in the entries of Y −1 with total degree ≤ p and with holomorphic functions on H n as coefficients. The space
is the space of nearly holomorphic functions on H n . It will be useful to have some notation for polynomials in matrix entries. Let
Definition 2.1. For any δ > 0, we define
Proof. Note that for any positive definite matrix
ii . This is an immediate consequence of the fact that each 2 × 2 principal minor has positive determinant and each diagonal entry is positive.
So it suffices to show that each diagonal entry of Y −1 is less than or equal to δ −1 . But the assumption Y ≥ δI n implies that Y −1 ≤ δ −1 I n , which implied the desired fact above.
An immediate consequence of this lemma is that for any δ ≤ 1, Y ∈ V δ and b ∈ T p n , we have
Definition 2.3. We say that F ∈ N p (H n ) has a nice Fourier expansion if there exists an integer N and complex numbers a b (F, S) for all 0 ≤ S ∈ 1 N M sym n (Z), such that we have an expression
that converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of H n .
Note that a key point in the above definition is that the sum is taken only over positive semidefinite matrices. The next proposition, which is well-known in the holomorphic case, shows that this implies a certain boundedness property for the function F . converges for any 0 < Y ∈ M sym n (R). For any Z in the given region, using Lemma 2.2, we get
and so to prove the proposition it suffices to show that each R b (Y ) is bounded in the region Y ≥ δ. By positivity, we have Using the above and (2), we have for all
e −δπ Tr(S) .
As the sum 0≤S∈ 
Bounding nearly holomorphic vector-valued modular forms
Let (ρ, V ) be a finite-dimensional rational representation of GL n (C) and , be a (unique up to multiples) U (n)-invariant inner product on V . In fact, the inner product , has the property that
for all M ∈ GL n (C). (To see this, note that it's enough to check it on the Lie algebra level. It's true for the real subalgebra u(n) and so by linearity it follows for all of gl(n, C).) For any v ∈ V , we define
As is well known, the representation ρ has associated to it an n-tuple λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ n ≥ 0 of integers known as the highest weight of ρ. We let d ρ denote the dimension of ρ.
We define a right action of Sp 2n (R) on the space of smooth V -valued functions on H n by
A congruence subgroup of Sp 2n (Q) is a subgroup that is commensurable with Sp 2n (Z) and contains a principal congruence subgroup of Sp 2n (Z). For a congruence subgroup Γ and a nonnegative integer p, let N p ρ (Γ) be the space of all functions F : H n → V with the following properties.
(1) For any g ∈ Sp 2n (Q) and any linear map L :
and has a nice Fourier expansion. (2) F satisfies the transformation property
Let N ρ (Γ) = p≥0 N p ρ (Γ). We refer to N ρ (Γ) as the space of nearly holomorphic Siegel modular forms of weight ρ with respect to Γ. We put N (n) ρ = Γ N ρ (Γ), the space of all nearly holomorphic Siegel modular forms of weight ρ.
Recall that for any
We can now state our main result. ρ , there is a constant C F (depending only on F ) such that for all Z = X + iY ∈ H n we have
In order to prove this theorem, we will need a couple of lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. For any v ∈ V , and any
Proof. This follows from considering a basis of weight vectors. Note that it is sufficient to prove the inequalities for Y diagonal as any Y can be diagonalized by a matrix in U (n) and our norm is invariant by the action of U (n).
Next, we record a result due to Sturm.
Lemma 3.3 (Prop. 2 of [10]).
Suppose that F is a fundamental domain for Sp 2n (Z) such that there is some δ > 0 such that Z = X + iY ∈ F implies that Y ∈ V δ . Let φ : H n → C be any function such that there exist constants c 1 > 0, λ ≥ 0 with the property that |φ(γZ)| ≤ c 1 det(Y ) λ for all Z ∈ F and γ ∈ Sp 2n (Z). Then for all Z ∈ H n we have the inequality
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let F be as in the statement of the theorem, so that F ∈ N ρ (Γ) for some Γ ⊂ Sp 2n (Z). We let γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ t be a set of representatives for Γ\Sp 2n (Z). Fix an orthonormal basis v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v d of V and for any G ∈ N
. Let F be as in Lemma 3.3. By Proposition 2.4, it follows that there is a constant C depending on F such that |(F | ρ γ r ) i (Z)| ≤ C for all 1 ≤ r ≤ t, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and Z ∈ F. Moreover,
For any γ ∈ Sp 2n (Z), there exists γ 0 ∈ Γ and some 1 ≤ r ≤ t such that γ = γ 0 γ r . An easy calculation shows that
So for all Z ∈ F, γ ∈ Sp 2n (Z) we have, using Lemma 3.2 and the above arguments,
So the conditions of Lemma 3.3 hold with λ = λ 1 /2. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
ρ , there is a constant C F (depending only on F ) such that for all Z = X + iY ∈ H n we have
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 and the following elementary inequality, which holds for all positive integers λ, n and all positive reals y 1 , . . . , y n :
To prove the above inequality, note that 1 + y λ i ≤ (1 + y 1 + . . . + y n ) λ for each i. Now take the product over 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The moderate growth property
Given any F ∈ N and Φ F be defined as above. Then there is a constant C such that for all Z = X + iY ∈ H n we have
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1.
A complex-valued function Φ on Sp 2n (R) is said to be slowly increasing if there is a constant C and a positive integer r such that |Φ(g)| ≤ C(Tr(g * g)) r for all g ∈ Sp 2n (R). Proof. Note that |Φ F (g)| ≤ L Φ F (g) . So it suffices to show that there is a constant C and a positive integer r such that Φ F (g) ≤ C(Tr(g * g)) r (5) for all g ∈ Sp 2n (R). Since both sides of this inequality do not change when g is replaced by gk, where k is in the standard maximal compact subgroup of Sp 2n (R), we may assume that g is of the form Y 1/2 XY 1/2 Y −1/2 . Then the existence of appropriate C and r follows easily from Proposition 4.1. Indeed, we can take any r ≥ nλ 1 /2 and C the same constant as in Proposition 4.1.
